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Bo Gritz runs for U.S. president
Independent says it is time Americans stopped being right
by Bill CUshing
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTU.RE

What is the true grit on Bo
Gritz?
James "Bo" Gritz (pronounced with a long "i") is runningfor President of the United
States. While Pat Buchanan and
Bill Clinton may have visited
downtown Orlando, the UCF
Visual Arts Auditorium had its
first speaker on Sunday evening
as Gritz made a stop as a presidential candidate. After an introduction by Michael Moses,
Gritz noted, "I think it is only
apropos that we baptize it (the
building) by fire."
With a campaign cry of "up
your kilt," Gritz, a retired Lt.
Col. who is billed as the most
decorated Green Beret commander, told the crowd ofnearly
l

300 who gathered to hear him,
"I think we have one more hill to
take and that's Capitol Hill."
Gritz impressed on the crowd
that "the Republicats are one
party with two names. Do you
think that things are going to
change no matter who gets in?
It's time that we stopped being
right, left, Republican, Democrat, conservative, liberals, and
started being Americans."
Gritz, who is running as an
independent candidate, is not
affiliated with any party.
'The platform is my Qwn," he
said. 'There's one agenda. That
agendaisthehealingofAmerica"
Gritz insisted that the 16th
amendment, institutingthe federal income tax and bringing
the Internal Revenue Service into
existence, was never properly
ratified by the states. Since there

is no statute of limitations on
fraud, he believes that the IRS
could be immediately abolished.
"It's notgoingto be easy, but
is it worth it?"
Although he voted for Richard Nixon in 1962, Gritz expressed an admiration forJohn
F. Kennedy.
"JFK tried to do some things
thatlamgoingtoresurrect," he
said. These included the abolition of the Federal Reserve
Board and the reinstitution of
U. S. notes for currency.
Insisting that the Federal
Reserve Board is not "federal,"
but "a private banking consortium,". he asked, "Why are we
paying interest on our own
money?"
Instructing his audience to
GRITZ continued page 5

Presidential candidate Bo Gritz spoke to about 300 people in
the Audio Visual Auditorium Sunday. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)

Analysis will track·
classes, relieve stress

Transfers pass
other students

by Ann Sikes

by Kelly A. Hofer

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF registration process will be getting a face
lift in the next few months to try and relieve students'
anxieties when faced with closed cl~sses.
UCF will be introducing a course demand analysis
program this fall to monitor the classes for which
substantial demand exists. According to Registrar Dr.
John Bush, UCF has had limited information in the
past as to the exact demand for many courses.
He said the program, if managed correctly, will
provide data that will lead to the restructuring of
course programing within UCF s colleges.
Recently, a statute was passed that mandates that
Florida universities monitor the demand for the classes
that they offer. In essence, this is an attempt to insure
that the classes that are being offered, especially in
these times of cutbacks, are the ones that are in the
highest demand by students.
With course demand analysis, registration computers will keep a running tally of the courses that students try to get but do not. To be included in the
analysis, a course must meet three criteria.
The first is that there must be no seats available in
any of the courses offered in the section, not simply the
times that would be most convenient for the students.
Second, the person needs to be a degree-seeking individual who is eligible to take the course, and third, the
student was unable to pick up the course by the end of
add-drop for that particular term.
According to Bush, meeting these criteria will be
beneficial to both UCF as a whole and to the
program's success.
Bush stressed the importance of meeting these cri- MIRROR IMAGE
teria, stating that it will be imperative that the data be
Susan Erlandson, 20, polishes the fraternity's "The Benf' in
both complete and accurate to have a positive impact on
front
of CEBA II. Susan is an initiate of Tau Beta Pi the
the university. He explained that after _the data-are
tabulated and analyzed, any findings suggesting that engineering honors fraternity. Each semester new members

The number of transfer students at
UCF exceeds the number of students
who entered the university as freshmen
as of last semester.
According to Dr. Daniel R. Coleman,
director ofinstitutional research, 64 percent of the transfer students attending
UCF come from community colleges or
other universities.
The remaining 36 percent of transfer
students includes native students who
enrolled in community college prior to
UCF, arrived directly out of high school
or left UCF for awhile and returned.
"Out of the 36 percent native students, only 24 percent take classes only
at UCF," Coleman said.
University Registrar John F. Bush
said, "By Florida law, the Articulation
Agreement guarantees admittance of
Associate of Arts students in public
institutions."
Admissions procedures have changed,
according to Bush.
"The biggest change in admissions is
that basically anyone with an AA degree
from Florida will be accepted," he said.
"We're denying admission to transfers
from out of state."
This automatically decreases the
number offreshmen that will be acepted
into the university.
Universities receive funding based on
the number ofhigh school graduates and
community college transfers enrolled.

COURSE DEMANDS continued page 4

pofish the symbol of the fraternity.

(Chari.. K. Morrow/FUTURE)

CLASSIFIEDS page 8

- TRANSFER continued page 4
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Amazing Randi exposes fakeS
Bandolini said. The talk is being sponsored by the Valencia Honors Program.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
In many ways, it is amazing that
The believers don't like this man.
Randi is even with us. Born in Toronto in
For more than half a century, James 1928, he was delivered weighing only
Randi, a magician working under the two pounds, three ounces.
nom de plume of'The Amazing Randi,"
Although he is also a practicing magician, Randi is best known as
has dedicated himself to
exposing false prophets ~~~~~~~~ an investigator ofthe supernatural. He was propelled to
and fakes in the fields of
''advacement from national prominence in the
parapsychology.
1970s after he exposed Uri
At 7:30 p.m on Thurssuperstition to
day, Randi will appear at scientific thinking... " Geller, a professed telekinetic who was supposed to
the Performing Arts Center auditorium of the East
be able to bend flatware with
Campus of Valencia Com- James Randi
thought.
It is a calling he took up
munity College to address
MAGICIAN
at the early age of 15.
"Search
forhas
Chithe topic
As' a child, Randi atmera:
What
Science
to • - - - - - - - •
say about the Occult, the Paranormal, tended a spiritualist church and, after
announcing that he knew how a parand the Supernatural."
Ronald Brandolini, collegewide coor- ticular mind-reader was accomplishdinator for Valencia's honors programs, ing his feats, he was arrested for disturbing a religious meeting and forced
arranged for the appearance.
"He was the keynote speaker at the to spend several hours in a jail cell.
It was duringthat period ofincarceraNational Collegiate Honors Council convention in Las Vegas a few years ago," tion that Randi decided that he would
by Biii Cushing
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never allow fakes continue to
practice as long as he could try
to prevent it.
He has written a number of
books, including "The Faith
Healers,"'TheTruthAbout Uri
Geller" and "Flim-Flam!: The
Truth About Unicorns."
His most recent book, "The
Mask of Nostradamus," was
published two years ago and
has been called "a classic encounter" between the doubtful
skepticism of Randi and the
all-encompassing belief that
people have in the prophecies
ofthe 16th century French physician Nostradamus.
That book debunked the
nearly-fabled half-millenium of
Nostradamus' "true" prophecies while
at the same time taking on the proliferation of New Age seers. Randi commented on the recent resurgence of
interest in the occult and quoted one
"study" in which the writer, apparently unaware of the irony in his state-

ments, noted that the belief in astrology
is as popular now as it was during the
declining days of the Roman Empire.
"Advancement from superstition to
scientific thinking has marked the
progress of Man," wrote Randi. "And a
retreat to magic has heralded his decline."

Colleges nationwide celebrate· Black ffistory Month
History Month because AfricanAmericans have-been omitted Universities throughout the from the written record," said
United States celebrated Black Melvin Wade, director of the
History Month by sponsoring Afro-American Cultural Center
speakers, plays, poetry read- at Yale University,
Activities at Yale included
ings, dances and concerts to
presentations
of speech, dance,
recognize the achievements
drama
and
film.
Ivan Van
and contributions of Black
Sertima,
associate
professor
of
Americans.
"We need African-American African studies at Rutgers UniCOLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

•

•

versity,
lectured
on Community College in Kan"Reinterpreting the Legacy of sas, said in a letter to the ediColumbus: Africans in Pre- tor of The Lantern.
Columbian America."
The celebration, which began
"Black History Month is a in 1926, '~s aimed at furthering
time which gives all Ameri- racial understanding, awareness
cans an opportunity to gain and appreciation, whichhopefully
better understanding of the will bring about harmony for all,"
past heritage and culture of Taylor concluded.
black people," Harriet Taylor,
Events included visits by jazz
an advisor at Butler County greats Branford Marsalis at the

University of Connecticut and
Roscoe Mitchell at the University of Chicago,. and rap singer
Ice Cube at the University of
Mexico, where educator Marva
Collins also spoke.
Duquesne University in Pittsburgh sponsored an evening of
celebration that included poetry
by Langston Hughes and AfroCaribbean dances.

4
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finds homes for stray cats
by Ann 3ikes
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Remember the picture of a
cat snoozmg on a dryer that The
Future featured not long ago?
That once anonymous cathas
now been named Leonanshide
by Camr us Action for Animals'
Vice President Todd Harrison.
Harr ison explained that
Leonan shide is actually an
Irish type offemale vampire; a
very original name for a recently 71ameless cat.
Leonanshide and four other
cats we e taken off campus last
month Yi be given veterinarytreatments ... ·ld placed for adoption.
The latest adoption was held
downtown on Feb.16 at the Animal Liberation store on Washington Street.
Harrison stressed that although the cats have roamed
freely on campus for a long
time, they are friendly and very

COURSE DEMANDS
FROM PAGE 1
students registered for courses
not within their levels will be
turned over to the particular
college for further action. This
will aid in screening students
and reforming the registration
dilemmas of students getting
into courses that they are not
academically prepared for.
"I· think students will see
some positive results by the
spring term," Bush said.

tameto people.
''We're just trying to make
the cats' lives easier," he said.
CAA was established in 1989
and has since been attentive to
animal issues within the university and elsewhere.
Coping with the increasing
populations of the cats on campus continues to be a challenge
for this group.
Estimates show that one female cat's cumulative offspring
in 10 years can total more than
80million. Thisisamajorreason
why the group tries to get the cats
spayed orneut.ered before offering
the cats for adoption.
CAAPresidentRobertOliver
said the organization has
adopted 130 cats from UCF and
cared for 40 others that had
been involved in an unrelated
animal cruelty case.
Raising funds to house and
care for the cats has been an ongoing challenge for CAA.

''We try to raise some of the
funds by having bake sales and
garage sales with whatever
people will donate," Oliver said.
Oliver said the 20-member
organization is planning a garage sale in the next few months
to raise more money and is in
need of articles to sell.
Oliver added that CAA holds
rallies and demonstrations to
educate the public about animal issues.
Leonanshide and the other
cats are still looking for a good
home. There is a formal application process and a written
contractto adopt a catfrom CAA.
The contract states that the
organization is responsible for
spaying or neutering all adult
cats, however, adopting parties are responsible for providing the surgery for any kittens being adopted.
"If you have a home, they
need one too," Oliver said.

Although there are still some
details to iron out, Bush seems
confident that UCF will be suecessful in the implementation
andcontinuationoftheprogram.
Bush added that although the
primary goal ofthe program has
already been agreed on, it may
undergo various "definition"
modifications prior to its debut.
There will be a second preliminary introduction ofthe program in the spring term of 1993.
ONce started, the program will
continue through every term.

TRANSFER

•

•
•
•

•

•
UCF's Campus Action for Animals has lovable cats like
these available for adoption. cM1c11ae10eHoog1FuruRE>

centage of transfer students
counted upon admittance.
"Admission standards are ad- has an adverse affect on the
FROM PAGE 1
justed to the size we want to university.
"The state has chosen a
If the university continues to admit. If necessary we adjust
grow without AA transfers, the the minimum requirement," two-plus-two system," Bush
said. ''The only difference is
state will not supply the univer- Bush said.
A minimum requirement of a that community colleges tend
sity withfunding.
A total of 78 percent of stu- 3.0 GPA and a 1,000 SAT score to grade higher. Competition
dents have completed their AA must be met for first-time-in- is keener here -it is a homo··
geneous group."
degree at another community .college students.
Coleman added that as far
"UCF will never be a tradicollege.
as
available figures indicate,
tional
school
with
6,000
to
Since UCFhonors grade point
overall
enrollment this year
averages from community col- 7,000 (students) in residence
has
been
stable in number
leges, students without an AA halls," Bush said. However, he
and
percentage.
will have every course grade does not think the high per-
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Graduate adds color to black history at Naval base
Month as a whole. Black history is not
just
black history, it's history, with
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
which we all associate ourselves."
When Mike Davis walked with the
This year's activiti~s were centered
other graduates ofUCF's class of 1991 around a full artistic and historical preto receive a bachelor's of arts in phi- sentation at the Base Theater on Feb.13.
"Our theme for this was 'Expression
losophy, it was the realization of one of
his major goals.
Through Knowledge.' However, the over'That was my prime motivation for join- all theme for the program is 'African
ing the Navy, to finish school,"he said, now Roots Explore New Worlds·: Pre-Columbus to the Space Age'," he said.
finishing up seven years as a sailor.
"We started with a welcome address
But Davis has other goals and one of
those involves cultural identity. As an which explained the colors that you see
African American, he is of course inter- on the T-shirts and just went into evested in promoting his own culture, but ery aspect ofblack cultural life, such as
arts and entertainment, poetry and
he goes beyond that.
Davis was busy orgamzmg and storytelling, which has always been
cooridnating the Black History Month one of the past times."
Davis also left the tradition of using a
celebrations at Orlando's Naval Training Center, where he is a Yeoman Sec- master of ceremonies and opted for a
cappella groups to act as bridges beond Class Petty Officer.
"Collaterally, I'm the black history tween the other live acts. Additionally,
representative," he remarked. "I do that the lobby was the scene of an art exhibit
in addition to Hispanic Heritage Month." featuring the work of Loretta Mitchum,
"We had a host of things lined up for a local art curator.
"We're going to try to expound on the
the entire month of February," he explained. "In fact, our observance transformation of the black man and
started, really, on the [Jan.] 17th be- the black woman from pre-capture all
cause we decided to tie Martin Luther the way to present day," he added:
King's birthday with Black History "We're also going to [discuss] how the
by Biii Cushing

•

•

..
•

youth are expressing themselves
through dance."
On Feb. 27 NTC will finish up its
celebration of Black History Month
with a luncheon that will feature Dr.
Robert Belle Jr., UCF's director of minority student services, as one of the
keynote speakers.
In spite of his youth, Davis is an
experienced hand at this. Besides heading up the committee last year at Orlando NTC, he did similar work at
Jacksonville's Cecil Air Field.
"Even before I joined the military, I
used to do little things in the community of Tampa concerning Black History and Hispanic History months," he
said. "I even participate in the Jewish
holidays."
Having last year's experience under his
belt aided Davis in preparing for 1992.
"Our committee never disbanded," he
said. ''We met year 'round. This is our
second season, so when it was time to get
together for Black History Month, we
didn't have to call anybody. Each year
new ideas come up. Some things that
you're successful with, you want to just
keep doing it but just add a little bit to
broaden it out."

.

......

CREATIVE OBJECTS
Julio Ceriorle builds a mystery
design machine. (Chartes K. Morrow/FUTURE)

GRITZ
FROM PAGE 1

NOW RUSHING

•

No. Secrets
No Hazing
If you have any questions regarding Delta Upsilon, please do not hesitate
to call one of our representatives at 823-4804. Our orientation will take
place at the Pi Beta Phi House, Thursday, February 27 at 7:00pm.

Delta U silon Fraternit

"extract head from sand so you
can see what's ahead," he admonished that the United States
Constitution didn't give Americans their rights, it guaranteed
them. ''We roared for liberty
200 years ago. Today we're on
our knees."
He pointed out that the executive branch currently employs three million people in
Washington, D.C. alone.
"That's more than we have
in uniform," he said. Calling
the bureau~racy "the human
sewage that has bl9cked good
government," he promised to
give "pink slips" to "every appointee of the president."
Referring to the Book of Revelations at several points during his talk, Grits noted the
leading industrial nations refer to themselves as the G-7
and that the biblical "beast"
was supposed to have seven
heads
"You can seethemarkofthe
beast all the way through
here," he said.
Another point of contention
for Grits is the New World Order which he con tends we need
to be aware of it "before it
stomps on you like an elephant,
pun intended."
According to documents he
produced during his talk that
dictated that the "age of nations must end," Grits called
the New World Order one of
George Bush's "thousand
points of light that nee.ds derailing."
These are "good conservative Republicang" that are
pushing such ideas as the New
World Order and national identification cards.
"Everything is opposite of
what it appears, isn't it?" he
asked. "The round stuffgoes in
the round holes, and the square
pegsfitrightin,"heconcluded.
"The shadow of a government operating behind the veil
of national security."

..
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Let UCF graduates
get their diplomas _
a~ on-campus Arena

A

lthoughmanypeoplethink UCFstands
for "U Can't Finish," some students
actually do graduate. But the question
for UCF's spring graduates is: WHERE will
they graduate?
Yes, UCF is the institution printed on the
diplomas, but .the graduation ceremony will
not be on campus.
After much debate, the Administration decided that the Orlando Arena, aka: 0-rena,
would be the only facility large enough to
handle all of the graduation crowd.
This decision came as a shock. Students
thought the new $10.2 million arena would
supply the university with a location for OUR
graduations. But apparently there are financial reasons for not wanting to have our graduation in OUR riew arena.
· The options were to either have four different graduations or have graduation with only
two guests per graduate.
The first plan was too expensive. The administration felt that renting out the 0-rena would
be l~ss expensive, and probably less exhausting, than having to repeat the ceremonies back
to back.
The other plan pissed off some students.
Students who have worked hard to graduate
and would like to share their graduation with
friends and family.
On top of all of this, after years of paying to
park on UCF soil, students will have to pay the
city of Orlando for the privilege on graduation
day. If the ceremony is to be downtown, then
parking sliould be waived. The parking will be
waived for professors, as a RENTED parking
lot will be available to faculty.
The final graduation problem is the day, Monday, May4. Monday? J!people are cominginfrom
outoftown to attend the graduation, then theywill
be not working for at least two days.
Graduation shouldbe ajoyoustime, butinstead
the Administration's rhanges are causing grief.
Grads would rather have several ceremonies at
home then at the 0-rena. Graduation is a onre in
a lifetime event that deserves the extra effort.

The final word on
SG's election fiasco
Due to a late night error, a paragraph in
Thursday's staff editorial should have read:
"We want to commend David Mann for standing up to the challenges of DiBona's incumbency, Greek support and, of course, the Election Coin.mission." ·
We also would like to apologize to our readers for subjecting them to the continued ·pettiness of SG and their adventures last week.

(

Sober drivers create road hazards
Chris Puchala

A

CAMPUS COMMENTARY

ccording to the Florida Department of Highway Safety &Motor Vehicles 1990TrafficCrash
Facts Report, 22 percent of highway deaths
were caused by drunk drivers.
It doesn't take an English professor (provided he has
a calculator) long to figure out that there's more than
three times as many people dying on Florida roads by
"sobers" rather than drunks. ·
What's going on here? The drunk drivers are supposed to slam head-first through car windows, but the
sober drivers have him beat three to one.
Now, the non-drunk, social puritan, sober driver
from hell flies down the American highway killing
women and children and whatever without mercy.
The sober driver could be anyone - your own
mother or your professor or your sex partner, riding
that metallic projectile down a long dark highway to
nowhere. Their mind is lost in exhaust fumes and
engine noise and the confusion of human existence,
pulsing through the brain like a dog in heat. The driver
may escape the tedious ritual ofdriving here and there,
but he loses something important: there are other
drivers on the road.
The drugs these sober drivers are on must be like
LSD before the authorities deemed it illegal in the '60s.
What do these sober drivers tell the cops when they
kill someone: "Oh, I didn't see the car coming" or "It all
happened so fast; I don't know whathappened." It's the
sober drivers at fault who say these things. They don't
say they're sorry until the court date, if there is one.
It's understandable why a drunk may kill himself
and others by his impaired vision and mental stupor,
but what is wrong with those sober drivers? What is
their excuse for killing the innocent?
That's simple; they're retarded/stupid normal citizens with their heads in their asses. The sober driver
gets into his car with automatic everything and drives

with one hand on the bottom ofthe wheel, playing grabass with his girlie in the passenger seat. His eyes and
mind are off the road for just a second, driving 65 mph
in a 45 mph zone, killing a woman wearinE? a MADD Tshirt. Oh, well, at least it wasn't a drunk driver.
Those organizations like Mothers Against Drunk
Drivers and Students Against Drunk Drivers seem to
have their perception impaired by some misguided
logic. They fail to see the true danger on the road today
-the sober driver. But it's them I talk about. They look
at traffic death though the evidence at hand (alcohol
. level over 1.0), not the stupidity factor involved in most
accidents.
Drunk drivers make a choice when they get into
their cai'; therefore, they are responsible for their
impaired vision and slowed reflexes. So what excuse
does the sober_driver have who gets into his car without
impairment and kills a family of four on the road to
Disney World? None. Oh, well, it was just a accident.
He wasn't drunk and so it's OK
Let's face it, drunk drivers normally take to the road
in the early morning hours. Ifyou want to stay alive stay off the roads at that time.
But the big problem is what to do with the sober
drivers. So when do you stay off the roads? Well, you
don't. They're everywhere and they drive nice and
straight until - BANG! CRASH! You're dead.
At least with the drunken driver, he gives other
drivers on the road a fair warning of his presence by
swervinghis car from side to side. There is no indication
of sober driver on the road.
There should be an organization to make the public
aware ofthe sober driver, and it could be called SPASD,
Students Protesting Against Sober Drivers. It's not the
best anachronism, but what do you want?-perfection.
So, when you go home today, watch out for that sober
driver in your rear...view mirror.
rn be at the bar, waiting for the early morning drive
home.

-Chris Puchala is a senwr majoring in creative writing
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Political baseball begins, but can Bush make the team?
•

•

valuable contribution to government could not be
ignored.
Not to mention the fact that he was groomed
EXTRAPOLATE HO
under Reagan, who took him under his wing (over
he :rerent New Hampshire Republican pri- Ford, Dole or Kemp) and set him backstage for
mary has hopefully performed its valuable eight years. But in '88, like in '80, Bush could not
function. For the past three years, conser- be ignored. Despite Reagan being a hard act to
vatives in this nation and abroad have had the follow and Bush not a full-blown politician, the
misery of watching their Chief-Of-Party floating GOP knew they had a wrap on the election based
left more and more everyday. By conceding to on Bush's credentials. After all, Dukakis was a
raising taxes (1990), placing more and more man- more appealing canclidate, but it was presumed
dates and restrictions on businesses (1989-1991) Bush could be banked upon to keep the conservaand unnecessarily signing a civil rights bill (1991), tive traditions and policies of Reagan entrenched.
Bush has fully demonstrated to his constituency Also the fact that the Democrats could not fully
that he has no true ideological ties with conserva- decide where to place their support. The lack of
organization within the Democratic party has only
tism.
A fact is a fact: George Bush was never a pin-up helped Bush, both in '88 and now in '92.
Needless to say, some in the GOP are disapboy for the Republican Party.
pointed
with their Chief-Of-Party after three years.
Even back in '80, when he was running against
The
fact
is that the Republi_cans are di gusted to see
Reagan in the primaries, Bush was seen as flipour
president
playing center field when he should
pant and a bit offkey with the conservative Repubbe
holding
fast
to the conservatism that made (and
lican theme. But his credentials could not be dewill
continue
to
make) this nation great. Bush will
nied. As a brilliant man, an effective bureaucrat,
now
have
to
renew
his appeal to the Republicans.
the administrator who represented our nation at
Pat Buchannan came just at the right time.
the United Nations and the head of CIA, Bush's

Ed.Bowes

T

With ease he was able to slip in to the right ofBush.
With hope, he will be able to give Bush a wake up
call and snap him over to the right where he
belongs. GOP support and leadership are definitely behind Buchannan's run for the nomination. Buchannan is a columnist, for God's sake!
What the hell kind of effective legitimacy does he
have to be president?
Absolutely none, other than his ability to rally
support and bring the issues into debateln fact he
may very well prove to be effective in bringing
Bush to where he belongs.
New Hampshire voters are frustrated, so they
had to give Bush a wake-up call of their own. They
support our president and only wish he'd re-invoke, and not drift away from, the conservative
theme and attitude that won Reagan his eight
years. If Buchannan's run can draw Bush into
playing right field, success is just on the horizon.
Furthermore, these Democrats who are now comingup to bat are not the moderates they seem to be.
They're the same old left-handed batters who'll be
bopping high rhetorical fly balls into the outfield.
And if George Bush is where he's supposed to be,
he'll make every catch.

R. K. S.
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Plans set for the first moving sidewalk in Altoona, Pa.
Dave Barry
TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES
t is a proven fact that the average American
doesn't care about the federal budget deficit. Sometimes on the "NBC Nightly News," for fun, Tom
Brokaw will say, "Next: the federal budget deficit."
Then they'll show a 15-minute videotape, without
sound, of a dog eating peanut butter. They never get a
single phone call, because the instant Tom says "budget
deficit," the viewers grab their remote controls and
switch to sleazy tabloid shows full of "news" about
Roseanne Barr Arnold's husband's tattoos and the
William Kennedy Smith sex-change operation.
Of course YOU'RE different. You're not an "average
American." YOU care about the issues, right?
You liar. You're not even readingthis paragraph. You're
saying to your spouse: "Hey, it says in the paper that
William Kennedy Smith had a sex-change operation!"
Well, he didn't. I just said that to stimulate the bill that, according to a news report by Reed Karaim
sagging libel-suit industry, and to make the point of Knight-Ridder Newspapers, includes $30 million
that nobody cares about the deficit. This is good. The for a "high-tech" moving sidewalk in Altoona, which
deficit doesn't matter.
happens to be in the district of Rep. '~Bud" Shuster,
To understand why, let's compare the U.S. govern- the ranking Republican on the surface transportament to a typical American family, headed by "John tion subcommittee.
andMarySmith,"whohaveacombinedannualincome
I don't know about you, but as a taxpayer, I am
of $22,000. Let's say that the "Smiths" have drawn up outraged to discover that, in this day and age, Altoona
a budget, listing what they want to spend in the coming residents are still being forced to walk around on
year for various items such as food, housing, and court regular low-tech stationary sidewalks. rm thinking of
coststohavethequotationmarkslegallyremovedfrom maybe organizing a group of us to go there and carry
their names. Let's say that this budget totals $27 ,000. · Altoonans around on our backs until they get their new
Thismeansthe"Smiths"haveanimpendingbudget sidewalk. rm also thinking that maybe we should
deficit of $5,000. So what is the only logical thing for donate another $10 million or so to build them a highthem to do? You guessed it: They should spend $30 tech computerized Spit Launcher that will fire lasermillion to build a moving sidewalk in Altoona, Pa.
guidedgobsontothemovingsidewalk,sotheAltoonans
That's how Congress is handling it. With the won't have to do this manually. "What have I done to
federal deficit running at several hundred billion help keep 'Bud' Shuster in Congress?" is a question we
dollars per year, Congress passed a transportation all need to ask ourselves more often.
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We also need to think about Rep. John Paul
Hammerschmidt, who inserted a provision into the
transportation bill to have taxpayers pay for - get
ready for a crying national need - erecting signs that
will identify part of U.S. 71 in Arkansas as the "John
Paul Hammerschmidt Highway."
You're saying to yourself: "What? All he gets named
after himself is part of one lousy highway? Can't we do
MORE to recognize Rep. Hammerschmidt?" Yes, we
can. We can start a nationwide movement to name
things after him. Pets, for example. "Oh NO!" we could
say. "Look what Rep. John Paul Hammerschmidt did
on the rug! BAD Rep. John Paul Hammerschmidt!" Or:
"Marge, I think it's high time we had Rep. John Paul
'Hammerschmidt spayed."
I don;t mean to single out Bud and John Paul. The
transportation bill had over $5 billion worth of special
local projects and favors attached to it, lamprey-like, by
various congresspersons. But this is good, because
these projects will CREATE JOBS. See, when the
GOVERNMENT spends money, it createsjobs; whereas
when the money is left in the hands of the TAXPAYERS, God only knows what they do with it. Bake it into
pies, probably. Anything to avoid creating jobs.
That's why President George "Samurai" Bush flew
all the way to Euless, Texas, a round trip of2,600 miles,
at taxpayers' expense, so he could be seen on TV signing
the transportation bill at a highway construction site.
"Jobs, jobs, jobs," he said, in a quotation that will
probably win the award for Best Articulated Reason
For Signing A Big Fat Lardbucket OfA Transportation
Bill, narrowly edging out "Wooga, wooga, wooga."
Of course eventually, down federally financed road,
all this money will have to be repaid, with interest, by
somebody. Our kids, in fact. Should we worry about
this? Are we placing an unfair burden on them? N ah.
Maybe they'll be poor, but any time they want, they'll
be able to hitchhike to Altoona and ride the sidewalk.
The lucky little Hammerschmidt.s.
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GREEK CORNER
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Congratulations new members on another successful retreat, and Happy Belay to Tim and Damon ... Th.e4th Fighter
was a blast. We have a big party Satur-.
day so pay your dues. A wiseman once
said .. .It is better to deserve honors and
not have them than to have them and not
deserve them. (Chapter excellence,
hockey, etc. etc.) ATOnly , TBMT
DELTA GAMMA
Congratulations Anchorman Jason DiB9na. One more term. Keep the Spirit.
Chapter Retreat was great. Thanks to
Suzi for your house & Nicole for your
hard work. Save those cans.
DELTA SIGMA Pl .
We would like to give our congratulations to Cari Caplia and David Lee for
receiving the awards of Rose and Thom.
This Wednesday Barbara Wall will be
speaking.
DELTA TAU DELTA
Top 10 Party Themes AT.ti Thinks
Would .Be An Insurance Hazard
1) Fill your own cavities
2) Party till you look like Paul Tsongas
3) Design your own tatoo party
4) Eat your weight in Cheeze Whiz
5) Drink till they put a glass tube in your
penis to drain your liver
6) Subbing for breast implants
7) Sharpen your blades, we're going
Manatee Hunting!
8) Barnyard friend bonanza
9) Spontaneous Combustion Social
10) Party till you poke your eye out

Februray 25 , 1992
SIGMA .PHI EPSILON
BLACK FRIDAY PARTY the 28th, Get
ready ALLI Wrestling tourney Tues. 6:00
Good Luck. Sign up for fundraising this
week. Looker~ are looking for a few
good lookers call, Urb
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
Little Sally was 9 yrs old when she always watched the other boys and girls
play kickball at the play-ground. No one
ever asked her to play. Now, 10 yrs
later Sally gets revenge She gets to
play Kickball Thanks to Tau Kappa Epsilon's 1st Annual Powder Puff Sorority
Games Week!!!! All Proceeds will ben- ·
efit the Orlando Humane Society-Those
Puppys are counting on you! National
Adopt-A-Pet Week ends this SaturdayGirls get on your red shirts and get .
ready!! Wed 11am-1pm Report to the
Education Green. Games begin at 11 am
Sharp! Your Cafe.Bulletin Board should
be finished also!! Good luck to ·all participants-Save your pennies ....On your
mark... Get Set... Go!!!

CLUB INFO

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Congrats Track Team-1st Place. ·Soccer team-2nd place campus, 1st place
Americans. Not Bad. Tum test in for
Sigma Hoop. Good luck Softball & Hockey teams. AXA-1
Pl SIGMA EPSILON
Great time at the pub on Friday! The
Magic Game was a great success! Keep
up the great work guys! It all pays off in
the end! SME Auction. Friday, Feb. 28
at 6:30pm. Be there!
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
_Attitude Adjustment on Friday.
4prn Thanks lovely ladies of KD for a
great Woodser. Team 1&11 B-ball for a
great season. Team I softball 2-0, looking for 1st place, again. Hockey Team I
is gonna dominate. Pledges get those
sigs. Arena b-ball season has started,
Brooks off the rim, rat from 31 Bea T.G.
and DON'T get ca!J9h~ on the pink list,
<tlA.

SIGMA CHI
Good job team 1&2 Bball and Soccer for
their #1 finishes. All sports is coming
home. Congrats DiBona& BrotherDogoli
on a second term. Waytogo·Grbac., Mr.
Balfour. AM thanks for the great social.
Hey Lamb Chops, even if you were eligible you can't beat us. Who won Greek
Gloves 2 of 3 times, not you tough guys.
tx you'll find it here.

FOR RENT
MOVE IN SPECIAL! Put down a security deposit on 2-bedroom, 2 bath Colonial Pointe Apartment before February 29, 1992, and save $50 a month for
the first 12 months! Call for details, (407)
679-6061.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENTfisheries. Earn $5,000+/month. Free
transportation! Room & Board! Over .
8,000 openings. Male or Female. For
employment program call 1-206-5454155 ext 1381

Townhouse 2Bedrm 2Bath Washer/
Dryer Very clean Available now 6577598

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
Fraternities, sororities, student clubs.
Eam up to $1000 in one week. Plus
receive a $1000 bonus yourself. And a
FREE WATCH just for calling 1-800932-0528 Ext. 65.

Duplex 2Bd/2Bath Sherwood Forest
$4 75/Month + $500 Deposit or
$525/Month + NO Deposit
321-1163 or 331-9334
House ·3Bedrm 2 bath, 1700sq. ft. WILLA GROVE Subd. Off Tuscawilla Rd
Near Schools. $780 mth. Lease Reqd.
Families ONLY. 679-0266
*Sherwood Forest•
3/2 and 212 Available for Immediate
Occupancy. Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967

Share w/ Family Furn Bdrm Kids OK
$280 util inclu 898-0396
A.A MEETING EVERY WED. 12-1pm
STUDENT CENTER RM 211
ATTENTION: Please DO NOT PLACE
ANY ADVERTISEMENTS OR FLYERS
ON THECENTRALFLOR/OAFUTURE
NEWSPAPER STANDS!!! If anyone's
ad or flyer is found anywhere on the
stands, you will be notified only ONCE
and then charged and billed for the full
page ad rate - $4201! !

COMPACT DISC/RECORD SHOW
1000's of Collectable CD's & Records
for sale. March 1, 1992 10am-5pm
Howard Johnson's, 1-4 & Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL Info: 407-282-9540

ROOMMATES
MF Nonsmoker 2Bd2Ba Apt AltSprings
$250+ 1/2 util Pool etc. 3805967/
2950992
Open Minded M/F to share 3 Bdrm 2
Bath Brand New Custom Home. Near
UCF. No Pets Study/Den Incl. $300 +
1/2 amenities. JIM 381-0479
Roommate Needed To Share 3Bed/
2Bath House near Curryford and Chickasaw Trail, $300/mo. & 1/2 utilities Call
381-5211-Nonsmokers only
Room for rent near Colonial Mall. Employed Male or Female. $50 per week.
898-4601
,
Roommate needed to share 3-Bedroom
Apt in UCF area, $225/month with Private Bathroom. Call Steve at 657-5912
or Rick at 6n-1373

~

PLASMA DONORS SAVE LIVES
Earn up to $100 per month for 2 visits
per week/New donors or absent for six
months bring this ad for $5 bonus/Student appointments avail. Smoke Free
Environment/Community Bio-Resources Inc. 1122 W. Church St. Orlando
841-2151 Mon-Thur 6:30-6:00 Fri 6:304:00 Sat6:30-12:00
Summer internship available! Gain practical management experience in your
hometown. All majors may apply Call
now 1-800-443-3059.
Developer Needs Assistant, 20 hr/wk,
$7/hr, need basic drafting and construction knowledge. IPS. 422-1000.

FOR SALE

Sofa

Delta Tau Delta Four Out of Five!!
KAPPA SIGMA
Hurricane party was excellent! Thanks
to all those who helped out. Peluso says:
Alumni breakfast Wed. 7am @ Village
Inn
A.E.K.A.B.

Make up to $5000/mo. or more recording video cassette tapes. FREE DETAILS! CALL TODAY! (813) 852-8837
(Ext JH 13)

Best Offer 2n-8304

WHY RENT-BUY INSTEAD!
2br/2ba 2nd fl unit for sale or lease.
2br/ 2 1/~ ba townhome for sale. Pool
& Tenn[s Call Pat Lins, 834-4600
King Size Oak Waterbed, New Mattress
& Heater. (8) Drawer Pedastal & Mirrored Headboard. Asking $800
OBOPh#275-9721
Airline Ticket to Dallas and back Spring
Break $200 275-8356
Waterbed: Queen, 80% Waveless Great
buy, MUST sell-$250 or trade for a good
cond. sofabed, also compact fridge $40
Call 365-7270
1/2 Duplex-28/28 w/ all appliances (W/
0) New Carpet, Ceramic Tile, Wood
deck. Wooded Lot. Must sell ASAP!
Asking 62,000 080! Sherwood Forest
3118 Vishaal Dr-Call Cheryl 282-4487
Note for Sale. See Coupon. n4-6768

Photographer-Part Time
Must have 35mm/SLR Camera/Transport. Call 339-4097
Are you into the outdoors?
Employment Opportunities at
Travel Country Outdoors
Full or part-time through summer
Retail or outdoor experience preferred
Please call 831-0n7
_1101 E Hwy 436 Altamonte Springs

Part Time ( 10-15 hrs/wk) running misc
errands and basic upkeep of cars. Must
have valid driver's license. Please call
Christine at 678-6489 (after 5:00)
$200-300 for selling 50 funny college
Spring Break T-Shirts. Sm/Lg quantities avail. No financial Obligation 1-800659-6890
Courier with own transportation to pickup in Longwood & deliver notes to Campus are<! 774-6768

SERVICES
Money for College-Guaranteed!! Undergrad, grad, athletic funding searches.
Call 1-800-669-9419.

Female Roommate wanted to share
nice 3 bedroom house. $285 includes
all utilities. Move in March 1. 365-2940

Schwinn LeTour 12 spd Racing Bike
Suntour Blaze Accushift Components
$200 OBO Call 382-6605 After 5

Do you need a Photographer?
Eastern Photo
Formals/Banquets/Parents Wkds. etc.
339-4097 Call Today!

Female NS roommate needed ASAP. 2
bed/1 bath near UCF. $225 rent $150
dep Call Ellen 249-0668

MOBILE HOME: 2Bedroom(Split-Plan)
Close to College & E-W Expressway
Quiet Family Park; $9000; 658-8243

STRAIGHT" A" NOTES FOR SALE
See Coupon n 4-6768

F night-owl psych. major seeks F roomie
to share BO/Bath in large, beautiful
townhause. Close to UCF. No deposits, $190 pays ALL. Please call late at
282-1554.

AUTOS

Fem needed to share 2Br/2Bath Dupl
$230+ 1/2 util. No Pets/ Smoke 5 min to
UCF Call 381-2713 anytime.
Female Roommate Wanted- $163 per
month. Own Bedroom and Full Bath. 5
miles from UCF at Woodlands Apts. Pay
only Phone & Electric! Lighted Raquetball, Tennis Courts, and Pool, Laundry
facilities on premises. Please Call! 2759721
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WORDMASTERS 2n·9600
Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
Word Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast*Professional*Accurate

LOWCOST- ·
WORD PROCESS SERVICE:
no job is too large or too small,
1-2 cents/word,
THE ELECTRIC PENCIL, 24 HRS,
407-423-8078.

KCO INC Typing/WP/DP/$1.50-$2.00
7440 University Blvd-Call 678-6735

Slow, sloppy, typist. Can't spell.
NOT!!
PAPERS TYPED QUICKLY & EXPERTLY.
Everything laserprinted. 249-2543

Word Prpcessing WP51 PC-Scripe
24 PIN & Laser Printing
Reports Theses Term Papers Resumes
Delivery Service Available for
UCFArea
657-9035

OTHER
SPEND SPRING BREAK
in the BAHAMAS for $299
Call: 384-7014 Today

Find your future in Florida's Business
City... JACKSONVILLE! Recent Grad
(BA'88) wants to share experiences
learned with all considering relocation.
Send $8 for a full newcomer kit including: top employers, apt guide, map and
nightlife/ entertainment info. Mail che~
or ~oneyoreder to Robert Watts, Suite
203-141, 5800 Beach Blvd, Jacksonville, Florida 32207

STRAIGHT "A" NOTE FOR SALE
See Coupon n4-6768

LONELY•'S
Wanted for breeding: Male AKC Golden Retriever. 6n-5840

TYPISTS

86 Suzuki Samurai Hard T-op Am/Fm
Cassette $3200 obo Call 823-7285

HELP WANTED

THORNTON DESIGN GROUP
382-0190
WORD PROCESSING-$3.00/page
DESKTOP PUBLISHING-$10/pg & up
Spellcheck Proof Session
'-3 1/2 DiskeUB Grammarcheck

*
*

*** WP, EOfflNG: APA, MLA, etc.
RPS needs PIT Package Handlers from
3-7am $7 per hr Call 297-3715

366-0S38

DRUNK!!

(

PERSONALS
Coon, You sporty athletic man! Back in
shape with me! Oh my Amie! You know
how much you mean to me! Who else
BARBIE-That girl wasn't from S.OBT!
That was my sister! Believe me. I need
your love. Meet me for Campus Entertainer of the Year-singer Jane PowellPlease, BARB Please understand.

(

the local scene
·"'·.

Beacham echoes with Bloody Dinosaurs
numbed the senses. The intense guitar
oriented performance rendered Shields'
ednesdaynight, the Beacham and Butcher's vocals almost inaudible
Theatre marquis appeared to and kept O'Ciosoig's drumming hidden
be advertising some sort of in the background.
MBV performed virtually all their
campy horror film double feature. It
read, "My Bloody Val en tine and Dino- tracks off their two albums.Loveless and
Isn't Anything. But their pop tunes like
saur Jr."
To tourists and uniformed locals this "Honey Power," off their EP Tremol,o,
could have been some sort of addition to and the aggressive "Feel Me With Your
the Terror on Church Street Attraction. Kiss," kept the audience in a frenzy.
Duringthe intermission, Dinosaur Jr's
And from the looks of the mutant-misfit
type characters lining up at the entrance, equipment was set up dangerously close
to the front of the stage. A fitting arI could understand any confusion.
Actually, these are two high-profile rangement for the band's hour and a half
garage bands whose names can be found ~ssault on the audience.
The crowd responded in kind with
on the latest college rock album charts.
Although, you'd probably never hear everyone on the floor ofthe theater dancanything by these bands if you rely on ing vigorously throughout the perforthe local alternative radio stations to mance. Guitarist/singerJ.Mascisjerked and swooped with every note he forced
play anything the least bit noisey.
The floor of the theater seemed swol- out ofhis guitar. He was matched only by
len with a crowd of more than 800 fans Murph's brutal drumming. Although
eagerly awaitingthe onslaught of distor- his set had only three drums, his poundtion. The first act, My Bloody Valentine, ing sent tremors through the theater.
This was not the performance one
began their set with "1 Only Said" from
would
expect from a band promoting
their full-length albumL-Oveless. It, like
their
first
album on a major label. Green
most of the songs on the album, has an
is
on
Sire records, which is affiliMind
upbeat pop rhythm with droning guiated
with
Warner
Bros. Records Inc.
tars. Sleepy vocals add a dream-like qualin their perforNothing
was
held
back
ity. I tis this odd combination that makes
mance:
just
pure
and
beautiful
noise.
L-Oveless a successful album.
After
the
show,
many
concert-goers
Guitarist and singer/songwriter Kevin
Shields and drummer ·Colm O'Ciosoig were surprised to find an empty lot that
formed MBV in 1984 in their home town earlier had been filled with cars. It's the
of Dublin, Ireland. After a year of per- lot across the street from the Beach Club
forming and recording in Berlin, they on Orange Avenue. The one that had
moved to London where bassist Debbie been used safely for years by many to
Googe and guitarist/singer Belinda enjoy Orlando's downtown night life.
Shaney Howen, promoter for the
Butcher joined the band.
The blaring of Shields and Butcher Beacham Theatre, said: "The owners of
during their hour-long set mixed together private lots downtown have been towing
and thundered out of their amps at ear- for the past two weeks. We're informing
splitting decibels. Flashing stage lights them of the citywide scene and we're
and abstract moving images projected
VALENTINE continued page 11
on the stage backdrop disoriented and

by James Evans

W

J. Mascis and Murph of Dinosaur Jr. <RobertG01c1sta1ni

Band mixes folk

with progressive
by Alissa Barber
A favorite oflocal music worshippers
since the da\vn of time, Orlando's Cat E.
Wampus has survived a recent breakup
to emerge new, improved and ready to
play their unique blend of folk and progressive until you swoon in ecstasy.
Interviewedjust before they played at
the Magic Wok, Cat E. Wampus members Bob Luna (drums), Suzannah Luna
(vocals), Chris Sugiuchi (bass) and Russ
Armstrong (guitar) tell all. Read on ....

rm sure your public wants to know
the story breakup? Reformation?
Original members?
CS: If you saw us at Beacham Theatre, these are my Transformer people
and I changed them into different people.
Ifyou notice, I stay the same. It's like the
Wizard of Oz - I'm insecure about myself so I have to change these things
around to keep it interesting. Each time
it just keeps getting better.

-CATE. WAMPUS continued page12
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DAVID J. SHOULBERG

market. Alas... soon the biblical
weather pattern stopped and
Excuse me if I seem a bit tickets were dispersed.
edgy this week, but I was
Was it worth it? Let me just
camped out for 39 hours to get put it this way: the Paul
U2 concert tickets. I brought McCartney concert is the onlr
with me a beach chair, a concert I have ever been to
Walkman, a box of Teddy that was so powerful I cried! I
Grahams and lots of condoms cried damn it, and it felt good!
(youneverknowwhoyou'll
.... (Please don't think me less
meet waiting in line.) .·· .·='. . .::·:th.: =:...·: · of a man ... oh ' wait ' this
Camping out for concert ~r
:=_.,:
is the '90s! It's OK for
tickets is nothing new · /: ·;'_'.:;":°
' men to cry,just like in
for me, but waiting for · .
·~·
"The Prince ofTides!")
U2 tickets was hardly as ··. _.}s····co-··E:\·:.=.· Then they're was
fun as camping out for ·===.:===·=:::····· ···:·_:· ......,.,:.: : .,. _Clapton.Sincelamarelatively young soul, I never truly
McCartney or Clapton.
To get McCartney tickets, I experienoodthehlppysceneinthe
was required to wait in an alley '60s. Due to my frequent use ofthe
behind a shoppirig mall in the won:l groovy, I think I missed my
rain for 48 hours. To say I was true calling. Waiting in line for
damp is to say that the elephant Clapton tickets was like an epiman had acne. One of the local sode of time travel.
· radio stations came around evThere were grown men,
ery six hours with fresh coffee probably bankers on the side,
, and doughnuts. 0ther than the playing guitar and smoking
· occasional angel cream dough- pot! It was glorious. We sat all
nut, the night was a rainy hell. night in a grassy enclave, singThen it started to hail; three- ing Led Zep and Pink Floyd!
inch balls of ice ·were thrown No Amy Grant or Hammer infrom the sky at 200 mph.All the vaded into our all night vigil to
ticket pilgrims ran for cover real musicians! As the joint
under the awning of a super- made its way around to me, I

·/'./':·

f> ::·:.:_

1

passed it on, this moment was
too perfect to ruin by artificial
stimulants. Instead, I took a
swig out ofmy 32-ounce Schlitz
Malt Liquor Bull bottle and
basked in my hippy initiation.
Dawn came and my hippy
amigos broke into a rousingrendition of"Here Comes The Sun."
With the sun on its way, we
knew tickets couldn't be far. In
what seemed like forever, 10
a.m. came, tickets were bought
and sold, and everyone went
their separate ways. People
packed up their guitars and
snuffed out their joints to go back
to being investment consultants
or high-school teachers.
Waiting for tickets can be a
glorious and fulfilling experience.
Acampoutforgoodconcert tickets
can be a heavenlyjourney, similar
to Jim Morrison's acid trips into
the deserts. Otherwise, it's just a
bunch _of cranky people sleeping
on pavement, waiting for tickets
they really can't affon:l. Ifyou ever
have to wait for two days to get
tickets, bring your love of humanity and good attitude, because after all, it's what you
make of it.

'Cradle' rocks with suspense

by Anthony Torres

Some films are throwaways
to cash in on a growing market.
Remember the flux of Vietnam
war-styled films following "Platoon?" Those awful rip-offs after
"Conan the Barbarian?"
Normally you can judge a
trend on a two-three year market. It's safe to say that Hollywood has finally realized the
power of the Black market and
is distributing black-madefilms
about black life:
Weary ofthis two-three year
trend, sooner or later some
clunkers are bound to jump on
the bandwagon. Fortunately,
this never will be the case
with films that are true to their
environment. The trailers for
"Juice" had me thinking"Wait.

Didn't this 'beat street/breakin'
phase already run its course?
Do I care to see people mixing
for two hours?"
The opening credits pulsat.ed
withgrainyimagesandtimelapse
cityscapes. Bitchingwas stopped
The movie was watched.
Straight:routyou'llfind that the
actors can act! A hip-hop beat
continues throughout the whole
film (or most ofit), keeping you on
the edge of your seat grooving to
the mounting tension.
Here are some excuses you
might have against seeing the
film: its tired gangsta crap, its
beat street '92, the characters
will be the stereotypical wus,
b.a., talented genius and loser,
whites will be portrayed as racist sewn, it'll glamorize the violence of "streets."
All those excuses will be unfounded.."Juice" is reality without
over exaggeration. The actions of
the characters, theirbackgrounds,
their directions all cross and end
nowhere. All except the one person with drive: G.
"Juice"followsthesehighschool
truants about their city. Encounters with localPuertoRicangangs
were played straight. A need for
respect is held by only one member of the group offour tight-knit
friends. The rest are responsible,
though all they do is fall and suffer
in making a wrong choice in G's
moment of glory.

story of Payton, who slowly gets
herself on the good side of the
family and tries to make everything as terrible as possible for
Claire. She stains a dress Claire
was supposed to wear so she
would have to change. She de- ;---::::~=--------------------stroyed an important letter
Claire was supposed to mail for
her husband and tries to do everything for Claire's husband
and younger daughter, leaving
TEST NOTES FOR THE FOLLOWING
Claire out of the picture.
COURSES ARE NOW FOR SALE
Matt McCoy plays Michael,
PHY 3053
POS 2041
PSB3002 ATV 3000 THE 1020
Claire's husband. He welcomes
their new nanny and doesn't
CALL
CAil
even suspect her ulterior moOFFER EXPIRES MARCH 6, 1992
tives.
$4.00 WITH THIS COUPON
Ernie Hudson plays Solomon,
the mentally handicapped
handyman they have working
around the house. He has a
simple honest character that he
plays very believably.
This is a tense suspenseful
movie that builds to a climax in
much the same way like "Fatal
Attraction." It focuses on an

l

FREE DELIVERY
COUPON

774-6768

by Pat_rlck campbell

"Hell hath no fury like a
woman scorned."
Does this proverb still apply
when the object of her scorn is
anotherwoman?The title is from
another proverb, The hand that
rocks the cradle is the hand that
rules the world." If you let another person into your home to

..

STRAIGHT 'A' NOTES &
STUDY GUIDES, INC

DEPOSIT

Beach Parties
~
• OCHO RIOS on TUESDAYS
• MONTEGO BAY on WEDNESDAYS
• NEGRIL on THURSDAYS

..

-

Great Beaches

.

1000's of Students

B. N

Games, Compet1t1on and Prizes plus

VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT

•r.A
R

M

ig ame eggae usic
Party Atmosphere (no age limit)

'

LOW COST FOOD & DRINK
FREE entrance with student ID

3 nts. from

$254 ea. with AIR

M1am, (mut.vk M-Th), Quad, Add $25 for Orlando (SlJ'l. &Tiu

Spring Break-"Jammln' In Jamaica"• Pick-up your copy NOW
All WAYS TRAVEL
6978 Alo ma • 678·7888

TRAVEL CONNECTIONS UNLIMITED
University &Goldenrod • 679-5499

CREATIVE DESTINATIONS
CALL NOW! • 332-4499

TOURS OF THE TROPICS TRAVEL
5003 Old Cheney at Colonial• 273-0103

UNIGLOBE THE TRAVEL CONNECTORS
10073 University Ave.• 679·6889

l

,

,

)
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. Illusions of love show the Reality of life

~
•

,

Placed in seventeenth century France, L'Illusion
Commique has been described
as a strange and capricious
"monster" of a play. Corneille's
creativity with this play showed
the essence and witty humor of
love and the theater itself can
conjour up.
The play starts with a King

in regret, seeking help from a
magician to find a memory of
the son he once knew. Alcandre,
the magician(Margeret Nicholas), conjures up illusions of the
King's son's possible life.
The illusion begins ... Calisto,
the King's son(Chris Leonard)
is romancing the ever beautiful
Melibea, a princess(J amie
Alexis Newton). Calisto portrays
that of an orphaned pauper
deeply in love with the princess
and stoops to all levels to win
her love. Melibea sets a stone
wall to repel the repugnant
courter. But her maid in waiting, Elicia(Julie OshinS), deceivesMelibeainto realizing she
does love him. But in doing so,
Elicia also falls in love with the
romantic Calisto. From here our
tangled web is weaved. Battles,
lust, deciet, money and power
rule the stage.
In the following two acts,
names and dress change to keep
the consciousness ofthe King as
. well as the audience on edge.
You see the King seeking a morsel ofhis son's life is viewing the
play basically from the same
perspective as the audience,
except he is involved with magician. Theplaydevelopsandtragedy befalls a few. Who, we'll go
and see.
The essecnce and stage management of the play was
supreem. The women and men
in shadows were truely an enticingrendition ofthe dark matter of lifP.. Not in view. they

Calisto and Melibea prepare for a most romantic kiss in
The Illusion.' (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)
stood out to all, with a basic
intrigue in light. The interpretation of life in this play was so
magnificent, you might need to
see ita second time just to follow
the text. The natural effect given
by a solid shaded human
delveoped a very ~asic look totally unique and essentially
beautiful.
All the cast were very well
developed. A few exceptional
performances could be
awarded to Chis Leonard, who
just knew Calisto as if it were
himself in every perspective.
Margert Nicholas and Julie
Oshins also showed truly re-

Now Open!
rends

warding roles. Ms. Oshin's role
in the third act as a wealthy
aristocrat showed an extreme
maturity in the role which is
nice to
see ·character
developement in a mostly comedy show.
Again I would state this play
is an exceptional comdey and
well played, but the scenery and
characterization of nature and
the scenery by human nature
was refreshing and enlightening. This kind of creativity isn't
even seen in full cast productions. It's nice to a college production out classing big league
theater in creativity.

VALENTINE
FROM PAGE 9

Open 4pm til ???

trying to work it ·out with
them."
Incidentally, it cost each victim $102.25 to get their car out
of tow .

•

Located in the EconoLodge University Inn. 11731 E. Colonial Drive
(comer of AlafayaTrail and E. Colonial Drive)
·

r----------------~~-~,

: Buy One, Get One 50% Off :

Orlando's Ne-west, Most Exciting
Gathering Place ·

I
I
I

Wide Screen TV - Come Watch the Games
Dance Floor - Swing and Sway With a live DJ
Beautifully Renovated - Luxurious Decor

1

•

From 9-12 Tuesdays February 18 ~ 25

MUST PRESENf COUPON, MUST BE 21
PROMOTION GOOD FOR WEU. BRANDS, WINE & BEER

---------------------------Meet Us At Friends - A Sparkling Idea

Please present coupon when ordering. Not valid in combination with other
discounts or special offers. No cash value. Limit 1 coupon per party per visit.

w·

~

,&

1

I Expires April 30, 1992
L
~•e••••••••

FAMILY RESTAURANTS

·------------------~----~----~
As a special introduction to the ladies of UCF
I
I
IADIES DRINK FREE
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

When you purchase one food item, receive the
second entree of equal or less value, for half price.

I
I .

-Valid only at the following Wag's:

10615 E. Colonial
Union Park

I
I
I
••

I
.J

-------------------•
HEADS EAST
Phone ahead for pickup 281-1344

WITH THIS AD

HAIRSTYLING
STYLE CUT

..

Professional Stylists
Walmart Center
10661 E. Col. Dr.

•
•

• • • • • • • 100/o
• • • STUDENT
• • • • • • DISCOUHT
• • • • • • •. •

$9~'

.••••
•~

••

Appt. or Walk In •
•

282-1754:

·································~
l

I
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AHEAD
·T uesday, Feb. 25

•••••••••••••
Jane Powell - 8 p.m. SAC.
UCF Community College Orchestra - 8 p.m. John C.
Whitney conducting, with piano soloist Xie Heng. Brahms,
Lisxt and Dvorak. Lake
Brantley High School. Donations accepted.

/_

\Vednesday,Feb.26

• • • • • • ••• • • • • •

Engelbert Humperdinck - 8
p.m. King Center for the Performing Arts, Melbourne. $26.
Merle Haggard with Showdown
-9:30p.m. Sullivan's Trailway
Lounge. $22.50 advance for
members, $25 advance for nonmembers and $27 .50 at the door.
Rein Sanction and Drainpipe10 p.m. Beach Club. $3 at the
door.

Thursday, Feb. 27
.

\

•••••••••••••

"Risky Business" - 6:30 and 9
p.m.SAC.
Charlie Daniels Band - 8 p.m.
King Center for the Arts,
Melbourne. _$21, $26 and $29.

1
8

1 5
22
29

2
9
1 6
23
30

3

1 0
1 7

4
1 1
1 8
2 5

24

Bach Festival 1992 - 8 p.m.
Prelude featuring highlights of
the weekend event. Knowles
Memorial Chapel, Rollins College. $18 and $13.
Dogs on Ice and Potential Frenzy
-11 p.m. Double record release
party. Below Zero. $3 at the
door.

Friday, Feb. 28

CAT E. WAMPUS

5

1 2
1 9
2 6

FROM PAGE9

1 3
20
27

Any plans for a tape, seven
inch or major recording?

200 artists. Church Street between Garland and Magnolia.
Free admission.
Salute America Festival -10
a.m. Also March 1. Displays,
Civil War re-enactment, music
and crafts (benefit for Orange
County and Apopka historical
societies. Townsend's Plantation. $3 at the gate.

••••• •• •••••••

58th Annual Rare Book Map
and Print Auction - 11 a.m.
MardiGras'92-5-10p.m.Arts,
Sponsored by the Jefferson
crafts, games, music and food.
Davis Auction Galleri.es. Doors
· Also 10 am.-10 p.m. Feb. 29, 9
open at 9 a.m. Mount Dora
a.m.-7 p.m. March 1. Park on
Chamber ·of Commerce. Free
Park, Eight Street at Oak Av-. Admission
enue, Sanford. Free.
Commissioned - 7 p.m. King
Mud & Monster Truck Racing Center for the Performing Arts,
Championships-8p.m. Also 2 Melbourne. $19 and $22.
and 8 p.m. Orlando Arena. Feb.
U2 with the Pixies - 8 p.m.
29. $9-$15.
Lakeland Civic Center. Sold out.
"Prelude to a Kiss" - 8 p.m.
Theatre Downtown production Conway Twitty, George Jones
of Craig Lucas comic drama in and Vern Gosdin-8 p.m. Ocean
which the souls of an old man Center. $19.50.
and a young bride switch places.
Bobby Keys - 9:30 p.m.
Also 8 p.m. Feb. 29 and March 5Beacham's Jazz & Blues Club.
7, 12-14, 19-21and26-28, 2:30
$7 at the door.
p.m. March 15. Theatre Downtown. $25 March 14, $7 and $10
Sunday, March 1
all other shows.

•••••••••••••

Saturday, Feb. 29

RareEarthwithGypsyChild-

• • • • •• • • • • • • •

8 p.m. Top of the Post, Mount
Dora. $10 advance, $12 at the
door.

Downtown Orlando Art Festival -10 a.m.-5 p.m. More than

"The Butcher's Wife" and 9 p.m. SAC.

BL: The next thing we're probably going to do is-make a demo
tape, hopefully at Full Sail,
where I used to teach. From
there, we'll move on and try to
put together an EP once we get
some money flowing.

not as straightforward.
CS: I think it's coming into its
own sound.
BL: It's not tied to anything, not
tied to a root. We don't play all
our songs one certain way. We
don't have a book that says this
will get us a record deal, so let's
play a song this way.

BL: Tonight, we're giving out
sparklers. Wewanttomakesure
our fans get maimed (laughs) .

canstandindependentandhave
their own melodies .- everything kind of combines. Most
bands strive for that jam, that
In this new incarnation of unison of guitar, bass, drums,
Cat E. Wampus, is there an which can get monotonous. We
earth-shattering difference have our own sound.
in your sound or is it more of
The band is scheduled to pera progression?
form:
BL: Our sound is getting more
• Sunbirst on March 27.
toward folky, funky folky ...
• Harpers on March 9.
RA: If anything, it's maybe a
• Bommers on March 21.
little more progressive - it's
• Magic Walk on March 28.

FROM PAGE 10
outsider recking havoc on an
otherwise normal family. The
acting is very good. The story
progresses quickly with no lulls

or dragging parts to bore you,
and the characters keep you interested.
This movie will teach you to
check a person's background
beforelettingthemmoveinwith
you.

If you haue any story suggestions for Collage/
Confetti, we would like to heu from you.

6:30

U2 -8p.m. Miami Arena.. Sold
out.

Either call our office at 823-3954 or write us at
The Central Florido Future P.O. BoH 25000
Orlando,FL 32816

THE PLACE TO BE TONIGHT IS...
THE WILD PIZZA

Jftnf DOWfll
February 25th, 1992
9P.M.

Co-sponsored by
A.A.S.U. & CAB
... ....... .. .......... .. ..... .. ... .................

·························································

Jane knows soul.
Jane knows jazz.
Jane even knows
R&B. However you
want to categorize
her, one thing's cer·
tain-she's terrific!

................. .

CAB Recniitment Day!!!!
is what you'll find at
CAB. Great people, interesting
projects, and lots of incredible
experience can be yours on ...

Fun,

Fun, Fun

'W'ednesday,Feb.26th
Student Center Green
11 A.M. - 1 P.M.

ans, singers,
bands and more.
Help us choose
next years' performers.

Sunday,
March 1st
2 P.M. ·
~=~==~

:::g:~:

SC Green
.

<

c.

Can you point at one exci.ting thing that separates you
from other Orlando bands?

What type of exciting fan BL: We have a male and a
club paraphernalia can we female singer that do an equal
expect from Cat E. amount of work. Our guitarists
Wampus?
are separate enough where they

CRADLE REVIEW

(

:::::: Call the CAB Hothne. UCF·4UCF

:::~:=~~:;::

);.

'
~

'{,

,

t'

,, , ,... ,',
1

r

~

'
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Baseball stars proving to be shaky role models for kids
•

•

•

~ ·

•

can't help but fantasize about what it would be like to lead
his life, and then they tend to idolize them.
Arguably the most controversial figure in the baseball
AROUND THE HORN
world today is Jose (why does everybody pick on me?)
hen children are asked who they look up to, Canseco, right fielder for the Oakland Ns.
normally their idol will be someone in the public
Cuban born Canseco, who has a large Latin following, is
eye, either an athlete or an entertainment per- definitely one ofthe best players in the game today. But he
sonality, becausetheyaredoingsomethingmostpeoplecan is makingthe papers more now because ofwhat he does off
' only fantasire about.
the field instead ofon.
Unfortunately with the way that these people are
Mr. Canseco was recently arrested for ramming his
revered, authority figures such as parents, ministers or wife's car with his own twice during a domestic dispute. My
teachers who actually are concerned with the image personal favorite of Canseco's offensives that puts his role
that they are portraying don't stand a chance.
as a role model in question is thathe was clocked driving at
Children tend to put their idols on a pedestal and 125 mph on an interstate m Miami during a three-mile
unfortunately look upon their actions as gospel. This chase. When he was asked why the next day, he replied, "I
causes a problem when the image that the role model was just checking how fast my new Jaguar could go."
This past season Canseco was allegedly spotted leaving
conveys contradicts proper ethical standards.
Each segment ofthe entertainment business, including Madonna's apartment and a heckler in the stands in New
sports, has examples of stars conveying negative images. York began mildly harassing Canseco about it. Canseco·
My column todaywillfocusonanarrowerscope byusing went up to the stands and began threatening the fan. He
baseball players as examples of ways that they can effect has also been known not to sign autographsandnot to show
the children that look up to them. rm usingbaseballfortwo up at baseball card shows that he had committed to.
Another player you wouldn't want your son lookmg up
reasons; first, this is the sports section, so movie stars such
as Corey Haim (arrested for possession of Heroine) and to is Cincinnati Red relief pitcher Rob (watch your head)
rock stars don't matter. Second, rm a baseball writer and Dibble, who has been known to take his tempers out on
this is my baseball column so it seems appropriate for me people by throwing balls at them.
to use the American Past Time asan example. Third, there
Dibble was suspended for throwing a ball at a fan in the
are so many controversial figures in baseball that I really stands that was heckling him. He did apologize forthe act,
won't have to do any research because examples of inci- but the damage was already done. Luckily, the fan wasn't
dents keep jumping in my head.
seriously hurt. Dibble has also been accused of intentionWhenachildseesabaseballplayerontelevisionorplaying ally trying to hit batters with his fastball, which often runs
infrontof50,000fansandreadsabouthimin the paper, they in the upper 90s.

Jason Lesko

W

Many people consider Los Angeles Dodger rightfielder
Darryl (I played yesterday, why do I have to play today?)
Strawberry a detriment to the image of the game.
During the 1989 season when Strawber:ty was with the
Mets and in his drinking days, Strawberryhit his wife over
the head with the handle ofashotgun during an argument
Along with that he has shown ho.w to be a sore loser by
blaming everybody on the team for why the Mets never did
anything aft.er their lucky season in 1986, which saw them
squeak by and win the World Series.
Strawberry, who is looked up upon by children all over
the country because ofhis tremendous talent, had shown
kids that a violent temper is all right and that if tirings
aren't going well, blame everybody but themselves.
In defense of Strawberry, now that he has left New
York and gone to Los Angeles-he has be.come a
again Christian who has stopped the bar hopping and
refonne<J his attitude toward the game.
His ex teammate, pitcher Dwight (the I man) Gooden,
is an example of a player that has come from adversity
to become a positive role model.
Before the 1988 season Gooden was arrested for
possession of c.mcaine. Instead of runnmg from the
conviction, he faced up to it and admitted that he has a
problem and went to the Smithers Institute in Tampa
to seek help.
·
Smee then Gooden· has been a positive influence on
children because he admitted to his problem, went tO seek
help and cured the problem.
It's true that some athletes don't ask to be role models,
but the position that they are in obligates them to provide
the best lead thattheycan, because the children will follow.

born

SPOBTSWBITEBS NEEDED IMMEDIATELY!!

NEW YORK
'23800

LOS ANGELES
'30800

DISCOUNTED
EUROPEAN
AIRFARES

Basketball coach Joe Dean stares intently out into th~ action during a UCF basketball game against Arkansas State. cetiar1as K.MorrowtFUTURE)

Air Fares based on Round trip travel. Restrictions apply.
Limited space - reserve early!

BASEBALL

Bryans Travel Inc. ~=~~~
- courteous ssrvice to UCF students

9442 E. COLONIAL• 282-5100

FROM PAGE 16

SEEKIN~UWAITI STUDENT

INTERE~

WHO MAY BE
IN PARTICIPATING
IN A BUSINESS VENTUR:E, JN KUWAIT

•

Get more for your money!

•

Largest 2 Bedrooms Near UCF 2 bedroom/2 bath - 1,047 sq. ft.
for only $490 per month!
3 bedroom/2 bath at $630!

•.

Alafaya Woods Apts.
3 miles north of UCF at Alafaya Woods Blvd. behind
Publix in Oviedo!

365-8388

Contact Michael Miller:

;~38

______ ..........
-------·
........,,.,,..,
,. ... ___
____......
Golden opportunities
are made of silver.
Golden nursing opportunities
come with the silver Air Force emblem.
Indeed, the Air Force shapes a sophisticated medical environment that helps you
learn, advances your education and develops your professionalism to a higher
stand_ilrd. Discover travel, excitement ...
and the respect you'll know serving your
_ :.,,., ...::... · · =-. =~::;_country as an Air Force
,, ,
: officer. See why so many
...., '*'· _ :' ;, ,..~·:: ' '. outstanding nursing pro>::::: . ,., . -~- . .. ~/ ,_ fessi~nals choose to wear
< .. "· _-· .j the silver emblem of the
"-'~'·- ~ Air Force nurse. Bachelor's degree required.
USAF HEALffi PROFESSIONS
IOU.FREE
1-S00-423-USAF

ning scoring two runs on a Ty
Lynch homerun that sailed over
theleftcenterfieldfencethatdrove
!n designated hitter Junior Ortiz,
who reached on a walk.
The Golden Panthers followed
in the forth, scoring three rur,::.
trigered by right fielder Efrain
Ventura, whohitaJoe Wagner 02 pitch over the score board tying
the score at three.
''We miscommunicated on that
pitch. I should have gotten the ball
up out ofreach ofhim, but instead
I gave him one right down the
middle," Wagner said
Wagner, who got credit for the
win, gave up six hits andfourn:L.~
in five innings of work.
With the way the course of the
game was go:lng, it gave the
Knightsanopportimitytogetsome
of their pitchers time. Also on the
motfA4 was Jason Schlutt, who
threw a' perfect three and two
thirdsinnings,EricHagstrom,who
got rocked for two runs in an inningofwork, andBrianHuie, who
threw the last inning unscathed.
The Knights had homeruns by
Lynch, who hit his third, Ortiz,
with his first, and Chad Mottola
hitting his forth.
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UCF tennis teams devastate Dolphins,
postconferencevicto:ryoverJacksonviDe
by Jenny Duncanson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Knights went fishing for
Dolphins on Sunday and pulled
in the big one.
The Lady Knights tennis
team shu~ out the Lady Doiphins of Jacksonville University, 9-0. The men played on the
next court and, not to be out
done by the women, defeated
Jacksonville 5-4.
This is the first of two reguJar-season meetings between the
two teams, and Jacksonville is
the only conference team UCF
will face before the conference
championships.
Number one seed singles
Hanne Riksheim won hermatch
in two sets (6-3, 6-0). Georgia
Peruzovic, in the number two
seat, had a more difficult time
with her opponent. She began
by losing 2-6. She came back to
win the second, 6-4. The final
set had to go to seven games for
Peruzovic to finally win.
Number three Dina Caputa
shut out her opponent in the
first set 6-0. Violet Slezak
turned up the heat in the second set, but Caputa held her
off to win 6-4.

MEADOWS
FROM PAGE 16
medal since they did not have
the opportunity earlier in their
careers; but I feel that it is
unfortunate that our collegiate
athletes now may not get that
same opportunity.
If Bird and company bring
home the gold this summer, I

Michele Plant at No. 4 won
by default. Kristin Ragsdale (5)
and Elisabeth Granquist(6) both
won in two sets.
UCF's top men had more difficultywith theiropponents. Top
seeded Eric Berg lost in two
straight sets (6-2, 6-2). Number
two seedAndresArecco was also
defeated in two sets (6-1, 6-0).
Number three seed David
Goldfarb started the winning
by beating his opponent in two
-sets (6-3, 6-4). Todd Burrows (4)
kept the pace, winning 6-2, 6-4.
Fifth seed Brian Home lost
in two (6-3, 6-2). Brian Willliams
brought in the last win for UCF
in two hard won sets (7-5, 6-3).
Doubles for the women found
the winning streak continuing
as Riksheim and Ragsdale
teamed up to go three sets with
theopposition. Theylostthefirst
set 6-1, but came back to sweep
the next two, 6-2 and 6-3.
The undefeated team ofPlant
and Caputa coupled for another
win in two sets only allowing
the opponents one game (6-0, 61).PlantandCaputaarepleased
with their performance so far
this season.
"We work well together,"
will be happy for them; but I
certainly won't be as proud of
them as I was of our 1980
hockey team - or even our
1992 hockey team.
Although I would prefer
that the Olympic Games remain an amateur competition,
I must admit I can't help but
chuckle anytime I entertain
the possibility of Big George

Plant said. "I have the power
at the net, and she has consistency at the baseline. We are
mentally intense, and we don't
want to lose." .
Peruzovicand Granquist won
by default.
The men's team took to the
court with some new doubles
combinations. Berg and .Arecco
teamed up for the first time and
their first win, although they
had to go three sets to get it (64, 3-6, 6-4).

Goldfarb and Home played
together but suffered a loss in
two sets (7-5, 6-1).
Burrows and Williams won
their match in two sets (7-6, 61).

The men now have a record
of 3-4 and the women are 2-2.
Both teams are pleased with a
win overanotherconferenreteam.
"We couldn't have asked for
anything better," said Eric Berg.
"The mental state of our team
was low because we have lost
three matches 0-9. We came
through in the pressure."
"Jacksonville is OK," Goldfarb
said. "But if we get enough practire in, we're going to win the
whole tlring!"

UCF's number one men's seed Eric Berg extends toward.
the sky to get maximum power. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)

Foreman making an Olympic
comeback.
Now that would be a
miracle!
And if Big George were to
win the gold medal, he could
parade around the ring waving an American flag just as
he did at the 1968 Games in
Mexico City.
That would make me proud!

UNCOVERED-PERFORMANCE

"1ufrom
hoose to hoose,
gettiwiIDY food or
clolhes they
md~im

•
~

The Best Summer Job
you'll ever have!
In your own hometown.
1-800-443-3059

SPORT SANDALS

The Universal
• Comfortable, secure fit.
•Built-in arch support. ·Easy on .and off.
• Soft nylon straps.
• All Terrain sole.

Thenlhalldedit all
.oot to aµy needy

l,

p_eq~mthe

&.Rollerblade.,.

neigliborhood.,,
-JadPowell
Salisbury, MD

Jack Powell is one of the little ·answers to
the big problems facing every communi~ in
America. And because there are more people than problems, things will get done. All
you have to do is something. Do anything.

A P?!~T~ ?! ~.ICJ~T

Do something good. Feel something real.

I

If you pion on tok1ni;_1 tho :
SA1 and you feel you m1gnt
need a little extra push on
your score5: The . Ron~.1n
Educational Group ho5
created
on
Intensive
preparation
course
to
prepare you specifically for

I

th&LSAT.

moH~N

:ouClftOUl . GnOUI

Contact
The Longwood Center

POINTS OF LIGHT CAMPAIGN
NEWSPAPER AO NO. POL-91-PG61
-2Yls" x S1A" (65 Screen)
Volu.nteer Agency: Saatchi & Saatchi
Advertising, Inc.
Campaign Director: Joseph J. Doherty,
Owens-Corning Fiberglas

$50.00
DISCOUNT
With this ad.

Have a great time
on us.
There's no better way to spend the day than enjoying simple
pleasures with a special friend. So, don't let the best time of your life
pass you by. Put on a pair of Rollerblade® in-line skates.

=~:G~A

1111

~~~i}~:::nt!~0777 • •
1101 E. HWY 436 • ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32701
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UCFrecruitingpullsinmotherlode.

..

•

1992 Football Recruits

McDowell signs three Edgewater stars, fights off ''Big Three"
Dave Meadows and Jamie Johnson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

The UCF Fighting Knights locked horns with Florida's
"Big Three" schools in the annual football recruiting wars
and walked away with some prize catches.
Twenty high school seniors - including three
standouts from Orlando's Edgewater High School and one junior college transfer have signed national
letters-of-intent to pursue their collegiate gridiron
careers at UCF.
"I think this is the first time we were competing
acrosstheboardwithDivisionl-Aschools,"saidKnights'
head coach Gene McDowell. "We were going after a lot
of the same players that Florida State, Miami and
Florida were going after."
Among the signees were 5-foot 11-inch, 205-pound
running back Gerod Davis; 6-4, 308-lb. offensive lineman Kevin Stewart; and 6-0, 165-lb. defensive back
Tarus Mack, all from Edgewater High.
Davis, Stewart and Mack were three of the
stalwarts in the Eagles' drive to the State Class
AAAA semifinals.
All of the recruits will have a year of McDowell's
system under their belts before making any contributions for the Knights on the playing field.
"We're gonna redshirt 'em all ifwe can,"McDowell said.
UCF currently hasonlytwo Edgewater products on the
foothall roster; Cliff Cole, a junior defensive lineman and
Alan Powell, a redshirt freshman defensive back.
Edgewater,oneofOrlando'soldesthighschools,crawled
through the eighties with little success on the field under
the supervision of various coaches including Sam Weir.
Weir went w Edgewat.er after serving as UCFs head
foothall roach from 1981 w 1982. Weir led the Knights w

a 4-6 rerord in his first season but was fired after posting a
0-10 rerord the following season.
UCF recruited few to zero Edgewater players during
Weir's reign at Edgewater. Cole was signed by McDowell
theyearimmediatelyfollowingWeir's resignation as coach
at Edgewater.
McDowell's staff began to gain interest in the program
when Bishop Moore's football coach Caesar Campana
cmneonasEdgewater'scoach. CampanahadcoachedUCF
All-American linebacker Bobby Spitulski when he played
at Bishop Moore.
·
Campana's impact at Edgewater has been immediate,
leading the team to two consecutive winning seasons with
their second year under his tuteleage ending one game
away from the state championships.
UCF pulled of a virtual ooup in hauling in Edgewater's
three finest players. Davis, Mack apd Stewart, who were
all recruited by schools with prominent football programs.
Davis, who ran for 109 yards and three rouchdowns
against Merrit Island in the playoffs, ended his senior
season with almost 1, 800 yards and 21 rouchdowns.
Davis's greatest strength may not be his running ability
but his character.
.
"Gerod is a power runner with speed, great balance and
explosiveness," Edgewater offensive back ooach Tom Ruby
said. "He's a great kid with great determination. He was
the leading rusher in Orange Cotinty and was recruited by
Temple, Tulane and East Carolina but Gero<l is a 3.2
student Heck,hecouldofgonero Floridaonafull academic
scholarship.
He's already taking engineering classes at UCF and
that was really the deciding factor. He wants to play pro
foothall after getting his degree."
Ruby saysDavisrunsa4.5furtyyarddashand made his

final decision for UCF becausethe Knight's coaches gave
him the impreseion that he would be able w make an
immediate impact
Kevin Stewart is the Knight's biggest cat.ch of the year
at 6-4, 308 pounds and was also a first string All-State
selection. Stewart chose UCF over Florida A&M and
Purdue.
Tarus Mack will give the Knight's size and strength at
the comerback position. Mack is described by Ruby as an
instinctive player and a

"IF YOU NEED TD WORK TD
GET THROUGH SCHOOL,
YOU NEED TD IEE UPS:'
"I need two things to get through
school: good grades and money. I can
take care of the first all by myself, and
UPS is helping me take care of the
second. They gave me a part-time job
that really pays.
"I make almost $10,000 a year for
working about 4 hours a day, 5 days a
week. But get this, UPS has student
loans that let me borrow up to $25,000
a year for college. Compare that
anywhere else. I also got my choice of
schedules-mornings, afternoons or
nights. My work hours fit around my class
hours. Most students work in Operations. But you might get something in Accounting, Industrial Engineering, l.S. or
Customer Service.
"No other company offers m·ore to
students than UPS. Talk to them . Get
what you, need to get your diploma."

,.

•

Applicants are being considered
for your local UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS, see your school's career
development or job placement
center. UPS is an equal opportunity
employer.
M/F
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WOMEN
FROM PAGE 16
plateau until just over a minute
left when two three-point shots
from Nicole Dauria and Kala
Loomis cut western Kentucky's
lead to one. The teams traded
baskets and Western Kentucky
was still up by three with two
seconds left.
Back-to-back fouls on sophomore center Debby Batz gave
UCF the chance to tie, with all
the pressure on Batz.
"With 2,157 screaming ·
people up against her, she went
up and hit all three to tie the
game, 73-73," ~alkenbergsaid:
Women play a five minute
overtime. ·The Lady Knights
could only come up with four
more points and fell to Western
Kentucky 90-77.
"They hit their shots,"
Falkenberg said. "They just
didn't miss. We didn't let down,
they just played better."
Falkenberg knows this is a
tremendous boost ofconfidence
for her Knights and feels the
game says something about the
program overall.
Falkenbergsaid. "It'sthefirst
step a new program must take
to build a championship program," Falkenberg said. "Obviously we would have liked to
have won the game, but what a
confidence boost! They know
what kind of effort that rook."
The women will take on
Charleston college in anon-conference game on Tuesday night
in the UCF Arena.
,
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Dave Meadows
OUT OF BOUNDS
s the 1992Winter0lympic Games
at Albertville, France, come to a
close, I look back on the event with
a feeling that could best be described as a
mixture of pride and sadness.
Could any patriotic American not feel
proud watching Bonnie Blair standing
on the pedestal after winning the gold
medal in the 1,000 meter speed skating
event- her second gold of the games and singing the lyrics of the "Star
Spangled Banner" as our national anthem was being played?
And then there was our ice hockey
team, who, for the first week of the competition, brought back memories of Lake
Placid's Miracle on Ice.
Thinking back on the final seconds of
the 1980 squad's 4-3 victory over what
was then the Soviet Union, the words of
ABC commentator Al Michaels still ring
clearly in my ears:
"Do you believe in miracles? DO YOU
BELIEVE? YES!"
Although Team USA did not strike
gold in Albertville, finishing fourth in
the 12-team competition, this group of
misfits from the West side ofthe Atlantic
garnered a great deal ofrespectin a sport
dominated largely by Europeans.
Goaltender Ray LeBlanc instantly
became a national hero when he shut out
a unified German team despite facing
better than 50 shots on goal. His performances against Finland and Poland were
spectacular, to say the least.
LeBlanc may not have brought home
the gold, but rm sure that a few National
Hockey League franchises would be more
than willing to welcome him back to the
states with a juicy contract.
In all, the United States won five gold
by Jason Lesko
medals - three more than we won in CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
1988 at Calgary- and 11 total medals,
The UCF baseball team rolled over
our best showing since 1980.
Yes, I am proud of what we have Florida International University this weekaccomplished; but my pride has been end, beating them 4-2 on Saturday and 13tempered by the sad realization that we 6 on Sunday atthe UCF Baseball Complex.
The Knights improved theirreoord to 6-3,
may very well be se.e ing the end of an era
inclucling
a 4-0record at home, and watched
- the era of amateur competition.
The Spirit of the Olympics has gradu- the Golden Panthers' record drop to 4-11.
UCFhaswonfourinarowandshouldbe
ally changed over the years. Whereas
able
to continue the streak this week with
the games were once reserved strictly for
.Flagler
College coming h'1 Tuesday night
amateurs, professional athletes have now
and
Bethune
Cookman coming Thursday
become an integral part of the picture.
and
Saturday.
There are those who will say that "it
"We are playing as well as we had anticishould be our best athletes against their
pated.
We are pitching and hitting the ball
best athletes." Winning, it would apand
doing
the little things we need to do to
pear, has become more important than
win,"
head
coach Jay Bergman said.
the spirit of the competition itself.
Saturday,
winning pitcher freshman
I must confess that I was somewhat
Mike
Halperin
(1-0), with two saves,
disappointed when the International
threw
six
innings
and gave up four hits
0 lympic Committee ruled that National
while
only
allowing
one run and striking
Basketball Association players would be
out
six
Panthers.
eligible to compete in the Olympic Games.
''Halperinisthrowingwell.Heknowshow
With NBA superstars such as Larry
to
pit.ch
and thinks when he is on the mound.
Bird and Magic Johnson representing
He
will
be a premier college pitcher very
us, Team USA should almost certainly
soon,"
pitching
coach Mike Maack said.
strike gold in Barcelona this summer,
Halperin, who was a high school Allbut it certainly won't be a miracle. It will
be interesting to watch; but if we don't Arnerican going 22-0 in high school, has
win every game by at least 30 points, it a 2.25 earned run average in 16 innings
pitched as a Knight.
will be an embarrassment for us.
Jules Van Landuyt (2-0), a transfer this
I don't begrudge Bird and Johnson
the opportunity to win an Olympic year from Manatee Community College,
earned the save in three innings of work.
"Last year we would have lost this
MEADOWS continued page 14
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FIU finds Knights too formidable to foil
"

UC F's catcher misses the tag on an incoming FIU player who scores
during Sunday's game. UCF still won 13-6. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)
game 7-4, but this year with the improvement of the pitching steff we were
able to keep them from crossing the
plate," Bergman said.
Offensively the Knights were led by
third baseman Ty Lynch, who went 2-4,
and designated hitter Paul Carapresso,
who went 1-2 with two runs batted in.
Sunday the Knights changed roles and
dominated the struggling Golden Panthers
offensively, hitting three homeruns and
knocking their pitching stafffor eight hits.

AROUND THE HORN page 13

They started their scoring barrage
in the second inning wlien designated
hitter Paul Caropreso hit his first of
two doubles of the day, this one hitting
the wall in left center field. Catcher
Glen Richardi followed with a sacrifice
bunt that brought Caropreso to third
and later scored on a ground ball by
shortstop Greg Castaldo.
The Knights followed the next inBASEBALL continued page 13
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